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Ediscovery and Document Analysis Platform
“Vendor to Watch” in the latest Gartner Magic Quadrant for E-Discovery Software Report

WHAT WE DO
Drag and drop instant searches

Proprietary, setup-free predictive coding

Collaborative argument and
deposition outline builder

De-duplication and email threading

In-browser viewer for spreadsheets,
multimedia, and other native files

Case and team analytics

Instant foreign language translation

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Blink-speed search
Search and review faster than ever

Consumer-grade ease of use
Get going in minutes

Helpful email threading
Find missing emails in
complicated chains

Robust security protocols
Share docs and messages in platform

Simple per-GB pricing
Predict your costs and enjoy
unlimited users, support, and more

Accessible predictive coding
Find the most interesting
docs with CAL built in
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OUR USERS

Attorneys
General
Used by over 90% of
state attorneys general

High-profile litigation like
GM Ignition Switch

Chosen by Am Law 100 and
top class action firms

AS SEEN IN
Legaltech 2017: Announcements, AI, And The Future Of Law
I spent most of last week in the Midtown Hilton in New York City attending “Legaltech 2017,” or “Legalweek:
The Experience,” or some sort of variation of the two. For the most part, it pretty much had the same feel as
every other Legaltech I’ve attended. But I agree with my fellow Above the Law tech columnist, Bob Ambrogi,
that ALM deserves kudos for trying to change the focus a bit. It may take a year or two of experimentation
to get it right, but at least they’re trying. Read More >

Flight-Check Your Cloud Tech: 7 Security Questions to Ask Your Vendor
With suitable care and the proper questions, you should be able to keep your law firm out of the data
breach headlines.
Legal technology company Everlaw is out to make self-service simple. With the latest addition to its namesake
litigation platform, Everlaw users can now upload and produce documents themselves, on their own timeline,
exactly the way they want. No third parties. No expensive delays. No crossed wires. Read More >

Don’t Worry, Attorneys: AI Comes In Peace (Perspective)
Intuitive New Features Give Customers Control of Uploads and Productions
We’ve heard it before. The machines are coming. Artificial intelligence is about to arrive. The media gets
excited. Startups receive funding. Products hit the market. And then, inevitably, reality collides with marketing.
The hype bubble collapses. Read More >
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